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The real value of blockchain is that 
       it renders intermediaries obsolete

- FORBES

“[Bitcoin] is a remarkable cryptographic achievement… 
The ability to create something which is not duplicable 

in the digital world has enormous value… 
Lots of people will build businesses on top of that.”

- Eric Schmidt Executive Chairman of Google

Every informed person needs to know about Bitcoin 
         because it might be one of the world’s most important developments.

- Leon Louw Nobel Peace Prize Nominee

Blockchain is the tech. 
Bitcoin is merely the first mainstream 

manifestation of its potential.

- Marc Kenigsberg Founder of BitcoinChaser.com

The relative success of the bitcoin proves that money first 
and foremost depends on trust. 

Neither gold nor bonds are needed to back up a currency.

- Arnon Grunberg Writer

There are 3 eras of currency: 
     Commodity based, politically based, and now, math based.”

- Chris Dixon Co-founder of Hunch now owned by Ebay
Co-founder of SiteAdvisor now owned by McAfee
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ABSTRACT
Blockchain, Smart Contract and Crypto technology are game changers with respect to the traditional 
economy. Many activities will be completely revolutionized. Entire sectors will completely disappear 
over a couple of decades and many intermediaries will become useless. People are getting together 
to found something they truly want, something they truly believe in. Trust is the new fuel that will lead 
sleeping energy to explode in a disruptive wave that will economically and socially reshuffle the cards.

COIN ADVISOR is riding this disruptive wave, building a one stop shop for the Crypto community and a 
powerful TRADING PLATFORM that will make hedge fund technology and skills available to everybody. 
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence will no longer be an exclusive of big financial institutions. 
Private developers will now be able to increase their revenue by renting out their strategies to other 
private individuals. Furthermore, the possibility to unite several crypto and traditional brokers’ accounts 
into one single interface will make it much easier to trade, engage in arbitrage or fully implement a hedge 
market neutral portfolio.

Owners of CADV tokens will also be able to pass their trading signal to other users boosting their return. 
The best free trading strategy provider will be awarded by COIN ADVISOR.

Our major goal for carrying out an ICO is to create and develop a platform and a community that allows 
easy crypto-assets trading, both discretionary and automatically from different exchanges via a single 
interface or cloud bot. Among the multitude of ways to launch a project, we chose the Initial Coin Offering 
because it broadens the pool of potential participants. An ICO allows us to reach people from all over the 
world with the prospect of exponential endorsement of COIN ADVISOR in their respective areas.
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MARKET ENVIRONMENT
The global (fiat) FX market processes $5–6 trillion in trades per day. Crypto market share is relatively 
small, around $65 billion daily1, but it is growing at a tremendous speed. There are more than ten 
Cryptocurrencies producing a daily turnover over one billion dollars.
The amount of Cryptocurrencies and tokens is also increasing very fast: today (January 2018) there 
are about 1,500 symbols according to the Coinmarketcap.com website, and the sparkling ICO activity is 
continuously delivering brand new coins/tokens to the market. During 2017 only, there have been 175 new 
ICOs, as reported by CoinDesk, increasing the all-time cumulative ICO funding to nearly 4 billion USD2.

Additionally, the number of Crypto Exchanges is growing very fast: at the time of writing, there are 
more than 8,000 active ones, but none of them is offering more than 100 pairs to trade, the average is 
around a dozen. So, in order to get a wide market spectrum in terms of Coins and Tokens, even the more 
traditional trader will have to open more than one account in order to have access to a wide market 
spectrum and a liquid place to trade the symbols she/he wants. That is the first problem we want to solve 
using a multi account management control panel.
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COIN ADVISOR TRADING PLATFORM addresses this issue, delivering one front-end interface with real 
time positions cumulated from all linked accounts among different brokers/exchanges, and one single 
market order mask (in stage 2 we targeted to deliver also the mobile app).
Lack of liquidity leads also to another issue: it’s not uncommon to see the price of cryptocurrencies to 
vary considerably between exchanges, as shown in the table below3.

This tremendous market fragmentation leads to huge arbitrage opportunities even on blue-chip coins/
tokens. In order to take advantage of this phenomenon, it is necessary to scan the market constantly, 
find the opportunity and execute trades almost instantaneously. That involves managing easily and 
quickly several accounts on different exchanges, very hard job for a human trader. This is exactly where 
COIN ADVISOR TRADING PLATFORM comes into play, providing an easy to use arbitrage control panel 
and automated algorithms.

Pair Name Percent

eos_eth EOS / Ethereum 15.17 %

bch_usd Bitcoin Cash / USD 13.70 %

xrp_usd Ripple / USD 13.43 %

btc_usd Bitcoin / USD 11.14 %

xrp_btc Ripple / Bitcoin 10.46 %

eth_usd Ethereum / USD 10.43 %

eth_eur Ethereum / Euro 7.49 %

btc_eur Bitcoin / Euro 6.37 %

bch_btc Bitcoin Cash / Bitcoin 5.94 %

neo_btc Neo / Bitcoin 4.44 %

neo_eth Neo / Ethereum 4.43 %

xmr_usd Monero / USD 4.26 %

eth_btc Ethereum / Bitcoin 3.77 %

ltc_usd LiteCoin / USD 3.26 %

zec_btc Zcash / Bitcoin 2.85 %

xmr_btc Monero / Bitcoin 2.83 %

dash_usdt Dash / USDT 2.66 %

ltc_btc LiteCoin /Bitcoin 2.45 %

dash_usd Dash / USD 2.31 %

xrp_usdt Ripple / USDT 2.29 %

bch_usdt Bitcoin Cash / USDT 2.06 %



Last but not the least, Cryptocurrency is a 24/7 market characterized by a huge volatility with very fast 
movement within a short time period. That kind of price movement can be caught only with a real-time 
24/7 robot. How better than a wide equipped community can compete in building up-to-date, innovative 
and original trading strategies? Our aim is to provide the equipment: a free open source developing 
and back-testing tool with prices and social activity datastream. Artificial Intelligence and Machine 
Learning tools will be a part of the trading engine. Everyone can test their ideas and work on it with the 
whole community. The best-performing open-source strategies can be shared with the community and 
participate in the periodical COIN ADVISOR AWARDS. Proprietary strategies instead, can be rented from 
users for a monthly fee on the COIN ADVISOR MARKETPLACE.

The tremendous crypto market volatility is well perceived by the traders community that have clearly 
expressed the need of some tools to manage the huge and erratic price movements, as shown in the 
recently conducted survey by CoinDesk below:

Potential catchment area for COIN ADVISOR TRADING PLATFORM is abundant and more than enough 
to reach breakeven. According to a Cambridge University research4 in April 2017 there were 5.8 million 
unique users actively using a cryptocurrency wallet, each one with two wallets on average. That figure 
is rising at an amazing rate, nearly doubling each year (or +6.5% monthly) as show in the table below, 
provided by www.statista.com.
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What category 
of decentralized 

applications are you 
most interested in?

Prediction markets

Token Exchange

Identity

Storage

Computation

31% 9.035 votes

24% 6.941 votes

16% 4.749 votes

15% 4.211 votes

14% 3.950 votes
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Unfortunately, service supply to this market hasn’t grown at the same rate, leaving an open gap that 
COIN ADVISOR TRADING PLATFORM is aiming to fill. 

For further details please go to next chapter.

Number of blockchain
wallet users
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COIN ADVISOR TRADING PLATFORM
COIN ADVISOR TRADING PLATFORM (following CADV platform) aims to be a game 

changer solution for the cryptocurrency trader community and to become a 
reference point for the mainstream/traditional assets trader community. Our 

strength is based on three pillars:

Multi-broker Integration 
into a Unique Control Panel 

and Arbitrage solution.

Advanced Analytics, 
Artificial Intelligence, 
and Machine Learning 

solution.

Open and distributed 
community to share 
and rent indicators 

and strategies.

Go to page 10 Go to page 11 Go to page 12

1 2 3
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Today, cryptocurrency market is highly fragmented. There are almost 1,500 coins and tokens 
and around 8,000 exchange platforms, most of which let to trade only a small amount of 
coins/tokens (generally less than a dozen rarely a couple of hundred). In order to have access 
to the whole market spectrum, the average trader needs to open many different accounts. 
Managing a portfolio split around is not so easy and practical. Furthermore, each coin/token 
is often traded on several exchanges but is liquid only on few of those. For this reason, each 
coin/token generally show price spread some percentage points wide, especially during 
unusual market condition. Those inefficiencies lead to needs and opportunity.

CADV platform will deliver to users ready to use API connection with main crypto and traditional brokers, 
allowing users to aggregate and manage all the accounts from one single control panel with the same 
market order mask for all the exchanges. Furthermore, conditional market order, if not available directly 
on the exchange, could be simulated by CADV TRADING PLATFORM.

To manage arbitrage opportunity CADV PLATFORM ARBITRAGE MANAGER will get real-time data from 
different exchanges, and for each coin/token will convert prices to the same base numerary (ex USD), 
and sort those price from the cheaper to the most expensive. An algorithm will calculate all the possible 
pair’s combinations and select the most valuable one to trade. Users could set their bounds (available 
exchange, available funds, etc.) and in compliance with those bounds perform the best arbitrage 
opportunity. In this way, a long only portfolio could boost the return by rolling position from one exchange 
to the other, extracting market spread by the way. Alternatively completely market neutral arbitrage 
could be performed on the most liquid coins/tokens, but only on fast enough blockchains where it is 
possible to transfer coin/token from one wallet to the other within a sufficient short time period.

The CADV PLATFORM offers numerous opportunities and can tailor-fit every investor’s need. For 
example, combining access to Crypto-Markets and “Traditional Financial Markets” will be also possible 
to automatically implement another kind of market neutral strategies that use new products such as 
Bitcoin Futures5 to hedge the risk of  Alt-Coins Crypto long portfolio.

Multi-broker Integration 1
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Among all the tools investors can use to implement a trading strategy, Quant Trading 
spread out significantly in the last years. Quant Trading consists on taking decisions on 
the basis of pure mathematical and technical evaluations using computers and algorithms 
in order to apply complex models to a wide set of data. The idea is that price patterns 
and trends can repeat and be forecasted with statistical models. Those that use the most 
quant trading strategies are usually large financial institutions and in particular hedge 
funds. Thanks to this Quant approach they performed quite well recently compared to 
more “conventional strategies”. 

According to data from HFRX Index and Bloomberg those Hedge Funds that implement a 
Quant approach significantly outperformed all other strategies. 

Our aim is to provide a free source Python based IDE, together with historical data set and a wide library of 
analytical function, technical analysis indicator, mainstream ML libraries (such as. TensorFlow, H20). It will 
be possible to preprocess market data and easily visualized the result by a friendly interface like, for example 
the one provided by Plotly6. The goal is to let users to be able to recognize eventual statistical recurring 
events, such as correlation/autocorrelation patterns, clusterization, frequency dominance, seasonality, 
price patterns, etc. Other tools we are going to implement for building strong and reliable price prediction 
algos are:

  Employ a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model - a deep learning model that is well suited for time 
series data.
  Employ sentiment analysis on “collective wisdom” data sources (Twitter API, Reddit, etc) and 
programmatically check out whether it has predictive powers.
  Employ “interest over time” index via Google trends and similar
  Price prediction via Bayesian regression techniques 

Equity curve analytical tools will also be provided, together with an automated management tool that will 
stop those strategies that don’t perform any more as expected. A strategy portfolio analysis framework 
will be provided in the final stage.
Some prebuilt strategy code examples, together with easy video tutorial, will be available in order to 
speed up user’s developing procedures and community growth. Later on, compatibly with rise found, a 
wizard strategy builder will be implemented.

Advanced Analytics, Artificial Intelligence, 
and Machine Learning solution.2
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Our main goal is to create an open Community where everybody could share their idea and 
get feedback from others, in order to improve the original row idea and build a refined and 
effective trading algorithm or indicator. For this purpose, a wiki-style encyclopedia and a 
blog page will be available to users. Free source material will be available. Community open-
source activity will be encouraged through periodical CADV token awards. The most valued 
strategy could also be rent out on the marketplace for a monthly fee shared between the 
developer and COIN ADVISOR. The more skilled developers will get, by this way, and extra 
income from their strategies, and less skilled users will also have the benefit of an easy 
access to very advanced strategies that can profit in all market conditions, and the possibility 
to better diversified their portfolio renting strategies that add uncorrelated returns.

Our contributors code will be back-tested and only if minimum efficiency and performance criteria 
are satisfied, published on the marketplace. Less advanced users that want to run a strategy on their 
account(s) may rent it on the marketplace or ask COIN ADVISOR development team to code it. Advance 
analytic solution and machine learning engine will be available in the developing environment. Our aim is 
to create a community where everybody will have economic incentive to share and where less advance 
users could benefit from more experienced ones. Everyone will have access to a technology and skills 
until today available only to big financial institution. Tradition financial advisor role will be extremely 
reduced by this incoming waves of decentralization and disintermediation.

Open and distributed community to share 3
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ECONOMICS

COIN ADVISOR Service Package is well diversified and suitable for all types of crypto users. Traditional 
discretionary traders would probably appreciate our Multi Broker Integration with a Unique Control 
Panel and Order Entry Mask. Quant traders and developers will enjoy top notch advanced analytic tools 
provided in our versatile platform.
 
On the other hand, Crypto Economy expansion rate is undeniable. Active traders population was 
estimated at the end of 2017 to be around 10 million users, growing at 6,5% monthly (or doubling each 
year). Our very flexible cost structure is designed to reach cash flow breakeven with only four hundred 
customers. We are targeting to reach this milestone by 2019 when all the service and tools planned will 
be online. Taking into consideration that an achievable market penetration rate of 1 per thousand means 
a figure of around 10 thousand customers today (Jan 2018) and probably twenty thousand customers at 
the beginning of 2019, we can get the metric on how much COIN ADVISOR  customer network could grow.

Index
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CADV TOKEN SALE
We believe distributed blockchain technology has introduced a new paradigm that economic institutions 
will have to follow. The future of finance is distributed. The power lies on everyone’s hands now.

COIN ADVISOR is riding this disruptive wave, building a TRADING PLATFORM that will make hedge fund 
technology and skills available to everybody. Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence will be no 
more an exclusive for big financial players. Private developers will now be able to easily increase their 
revenues by renting out their strategy to other private individuals. Best strategies will receive a CADV 
bonus periodically. This competition will give further incentive to developers and will let COIN ADVISOR 
MARKETPLACE to grow as fast as possible. Furthermore the possibility to join several crypto and 
traditional brokers accounts into one single interface will be made much easier to implement fully hedge 
market neutral portfolio, and playing alpha without systematic risk.

CADV will be issued by COIN ADVISOR Sagl, a corporation based in Switzerland, and may be distributed 
by itself. We chose Switzerland for its favorable approach to blockchain and cryptocurrency, and their 
aspiration to provide maximum administrative efficiency. Please note that CADV does not represent 
any equity in COIN ADVISOR Sagl and does not entitle holders to any voting rights, dividends or profit-
sharing of COIN ADVISOR entities. It is not backed by any financial instruments. CADV is a Utility Crypto 
Token that can be used as the gas that powers all services provided by the COIN ADVISOR TRADING 
PLATFORM and COIN ADVISOR STRATEGY MARKETPLACE, and all the other service and tools we are 
going to implement.

Initially, CADV value will be used for services provided by the COIN ADVISOR, to cover fees, and to 
participate in trading strategies marketplace. CADV owners will receive periodic promotions, discounted 
fees, and preferential access to new products/services. As the demand for the COIN ADVISOR service 
grows, the utility of CADV will increase and will allow CADV holders to use its value to pay for all services 
and functions COIN ADVISOR and its future branch will provide.

Index
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CADV has four main functions:
  as Utility Crypto Token users can pay at discount for services on our platform;
  in order to rent out a strategy, it is requested to own some CADV Tokens
   owners of a relevant amount of CADV will get a lifetime full access to all the services and the available 
indicators, strategies and tools;
  as a tradable Crypto Token on the open market. 

CADV Token will be listed as a tradable Token on various exchanges.
Listing is scheduled within 2/3 weeks after ICO’s end.

TOKEN SPECIFICATIONS
Token Name CADV
Code CADV
Issuance Amount 25,000,000 CADV
Token Sale Price  Token Sale Price 1,000 CADV = 0.001 ETH (Special bonus will be 

applicable to the purchases during the Sales Period as described in 
Section below)

Token type ERC-20 Ethereum-Based Token Standard
Maximum Token Offered 18,125,000 CADV
Minimum goal 300 ETH

CADV TOKEN TECHNOLOGY
CADV token will be built on top of Ethereum’s blockchain using the ERC-20 Token Standard.
All unassigned token will be burned.
The source code is available on GitHub through this address below: 
https://github.com/coinadvisor

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

TOT CADV TOKEN CREATED 25.000.000 100,00%

AIR DROP 125.000 0,50%

ICO 18.000.000 72,00%

FUNDERS & TEAM 4.625.000 18,50%

ADVISORY 1.250.000 5,00%

OPERATING RESERVE 1.000.000 4,00%

AIR DROP

ICO

FUNDERS & TEAM

ADVISORY

OPER ATING RESERVE

Index
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TOKEN SALES & CROWDSALES TIMETABLE

Token offering is structured as follow:

ICO will start on February 19 by a free Air-drop stage where everybody could sign into CoinAdvisor.pro 
website and get 1 CADV for free, until a 125k CADV cap is reached or until May 27.

CADV sales stage 1 will start on April 6. During this stage a limited amount of 600k CADV Tokens will be 
offered with a 100% bonus. When all CADV available for this stage, or when end period is reached, ICO will 
move forward to next stage with a reduced bonus and a larger CADV amount, as described in the table 
above. All remaining CADV will be put on sale during last ICO stage with a 33% bonus, until May 27.

Eventual unassigned token will be burned immediately after ICO planned end.

Collected funds (Ethers) will be locked until soft cap (300 ETHs) is reached. Even Vault’s owner is inhibited 
to take funds until the soft cap event is triggered. If this minimum target will not be reached at ICO end, 
refund function will became callable by anyone who got CADV Token, and all the Ethers locked in the 
Vault will be sent back, as hardcoded in our crowdsale Vault contract published in: https://github.com/
coinadvisor

MAX SUPPLY CADV 25.000.000 

AVILABLE FOR SALE CADV 18.000.000 

AIR DROP CADV 125.000 

BASE PRICE  1 ETH =  CADV 1.000

SPECIAL OFFER

Stage Bonus CADV x 1 ETH Start Date ETH limit CADV limit

1 100% 2.000 6 April 300 600.000 

2 75% 1.750 13 April 500 875.000 

3 50% 1.500 20 April 800 1.200.000 

Final 33% 1.330 27 April All remainig until 27 May

Index
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USE OF PROCEEDS

At the time of writing (Jan 2018) is impossible to say how much COIN ADVISOR will rise by the ICO, so 
percentage distribution of proceeds will vary in function of the total available funds. First line of priority 
will go to platform services development and marketing. Powerful key tools like “advanced strategy 
portfolio management”, “wizard strategy builder” and the mobile app will be developed in the last stage 
subject to sufficient funds availability. Advertising and marketing will be a priority since the beginning in 
order to spread out COIN ADVISOR TRADING PLATFORM’s popularity.

A reasonable estimated use of proceed is: Product Development (35%), Marketing (25%), Operations 
& Maintenance (20%), Bonus (10%), Reserve (5%), Legal/Regulations (5%). After all operation will be 
performed eventual remaining funds will be used to buyback CADV Token and restore CADV stock for day 
to day operations. 

Expenses, especially more adjustable ones, will be fine tuned in respect of raised fund and revenue 
growth. Our plan is dynamic and scalable, capable of adjusting to a wide variety of circumstances. Better 
the fundraising will go, more tools we will create on the platform and much faster we will implement 
all the functionality. Our goal is to extend platform popularity within mainstream financial market 
community, providing customizable ad hoc solution for professional clients and coding service for retail 
client that have a trading method but don’t want to code it by them self. To achieve this goal we will spend 
extra funds hiring first in class developer and quant consultant and implementing aggressive marketing 
strategy.
Bonus to Funders, Team and other collaborator or advisor will be distributed half during the developing 
stage, and half at the end (planned in Dec 2018).

USE OF PROCEEDS

Product Development 35%

Marketing 25%

Operations& Maintenance 20%

Bonus 10%

Legal/Regulations 5%

Reserve 5%
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ROAD MAP
COIN ADVISOR TRADING PLATFORM development time schedule will depend on the total amount of 
funds raised during the ICO. In the case of funds scarcity, we will prioritize the development of the main 
tools and leave the development of secondary tools, such as the strategy portfolio management tool and 
the mobile application, to a later stage of the project. The approximate schedule is the following:

3Q17  Developing Python base trading BOT for private use.

4Q17  Decision to develop trading platform for third party use, and found it by an ICO

1Q18  Basic alpha version release (backtesting tools).

2Q18  ICO launch. CADV listing. Beta version release (Single control panel, Arbitrage tools).

3Q18  Online Beta Test of MVP (all main tools included), user feedback and suggestion.

4Q18  Online in full service mode (and the mobile app if fund will permit it).

1H19  Activation all payable service. Coding and customization service assistance.

2H19  Penetrating traditional assets market.

Index
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TEAM
Our team has a proven track record in the Financial Market industry, Algorithmic Trading, Artificial 
Intelligence solutions, Complex Econometric Modelling, Electronic Payment Systems, Complex 
Informatics Infrastructure & Security, Compliance and Legal Framework.

   
 Filippo La Ganga (Co-founder and C.E.O) is an investment manager with more than eight years 
experience in the financial industry. He knows, as insider, what trader and financial institutions 
need in order to have success in volatile and hostile market environment. He holds a Bachelor 
degree in Economics and a Master in Finance (CFA). He currently works in a brokerage firm and 
previously in one of the “Big4”.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/filippolaganga/

   
 Alessandro del Gallo (Co-founder and C.T.O) is a computer scientist and IT operations manager 
with more than ten years of experience in linux server  administration and network engineering. 
Alessandro has explored Blockchain technology in its full spectrum: from mining, to coding, trading 
and building platforms to work with cryptos.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alessandro-del-gallo-bab92a29/
http://wiki.alessandro.delgallo.net/

 
 Valerio Cianfoni (Head of Public Relations & International Business Development) Holding a MS in 
Conflict Analysis and Resolution from the George Mason University, Valerio is a forward looking 
PR professional and digital transformation enthusiast. He has extensive international experience 
within multinational corporations and international organizations. Currently Valerio is public and 
international relations manager at the World Baseball Softball Confederation. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/valerio-cianfoni-6a3a9013a/

   
 Vincenzo Grasso (ML-AI specialist) is a data scientist and machine learning engineer  with a solid 
background in statistics and econometrics. Vincenzo has been working on Real Time Bidding for 
online marketing impression exchange, statistical testing and clustering in R and Python for the 
last five years. Bocconi University (Milan), Science Po (Paris) and one year of statistical research at 
the European Commission (Brussels).

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vincenzograsso/
http://cenzo.documicate.com/doku.php
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 Stefano Scarrone (BackEnd developer) is a computer engineer with eight years of experience and 
a Master degree in Computer Science, and Solidity Developer. In the last three years he worked 
in the monetics environment as the Head of Solutions in a startup company developing payment 
applications for the main Italian banks and payment cards issuers.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stefano-scarrone-00a37b32/

   
 Ruben Cisternino (Communications & Marketing) is a financial market specialist and business 

developer focused in asset management and retail brokerage firms. Holds a degree in Business 
Management from Bocconi University and a Cryptocurrency and Blockchain technology 

enthusiast.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ruben-cisternino-55703a5b/

https://twitter.com/RuCister

   
 Vaiva Peciukonyte (Legal Advisor) is a lawyer with a Master degree at Mykolas Romeris University. 
She is specialized in International Commercial Law, Contract and Tax Law, Customer Protection 
Law. Previous experiences as lawyer in the several different companies, currently engaged in AML, 
KYC and ICO regulation.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vaiva-peciukonyt%C4%97-aa224058/

   
 Adriano Sanna (Video Artist) is a CGI Artist  with more than 10 years of expertise focused mainly 
in the animations processes in both 3d and 2d (character keyframe animation and game engine 
integration). Actually teaching at the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome  “Computer graphics” and 
“Digital Animation Techniques”.

www.adrianosanna.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adriano-sanna-6b290535

   
 Augusto Siccardi (FrontEnd developer) is a Branding and UX/UI designer with over 10 years 
experience in corporate and agency environments. Leveraging art and design industry skills to the 
field of UX as a means to create beautiful, functional solutions that serve to enhance the human 
experience. He previously worked with companies ranging from innovative startups to established 
companies such as Contemi UK and Watercircles, Sweden.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/augustosiccardi/

COIN ADVISOR’s team has worked at/for the following companies:
Ernst&Young, Bocconi University (Milan), Science Po (Paris), European Commission DG Sanco (Bruxelles), 
Rocket Internet (Berlin), Digital Performance (Berlin), Contemi (UK), Watercircles (Sweden), OBESSU 
(Brussels), GAM Investment.
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